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Nashville International Center for Empowerment clients greet eachother at the airport.
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Our mission
is to foster grow th,
integration, and
self-suf ficiency by
prov iding financial,
technical, and
professional suppor t
to ref ugees and the
agencies that ser v e

A L ETTER FR OM THE
STATE R EFUGEE
COOR DI NATOR
“Unprecedented” has been the word of the year in
2020, and it has been true for us at the Tennessee
Office for Refugees. Refugee services are built
on flexibility. We must be prepared to adjust to
rising and falling arrival numbers, welcome new
populations, respond to changing needs, start
new programs, and implement better practices. A
global pandemic and tornadoes in both Nashville
and Chattanooga called on us and our partners to
be more flexible than ever before – and we rose to
the occasion.

partners invest in digital literacy training and
technological access for refugee families, enabling
them to help their children with remote schooling,
receive job training and cultural orientation classes,
and interact with caseworkers and the broader
community. In this report, we share with you a
fraction of the amazing work happening across
Tennessee and the impact that work is having on
the lives of refugees.
We are grateful for the support of the Office of
Refugee Resettlement, which provided additional
funding and extended eligibility for benefits and
services. We have been a partner to the federal
government in the coordination and administration
of Tennessee’s refugee program since 2008,
and we look forward to continuing this valuable
and impactful partnership through whatever
unprecedented times come our way. We do not
know what a new year will bring, but we know that
we are ready to meet what comes with stronger
tools and practices. As our Executive Director Judy
Orr has said repeatedly this year, “We will always
welcome the stranger.”

The past year has required flexibility to deliver high
quality services and ensure the safety and health of
refugees and caseworkers alike. Across the state,
our partners in refugee resettlement adapted
case management practices, educational spaces,
and peer support opportunities in innovative and
holistic ways. We saw our partners transform their
services from largely in-person to virtual. We saw
our partners learn from refugee communication
networks to share information about COVID-19
and community resources. We saw English
language instruction, after-school programs,
and peer support for elders move online. We saw

them in the State of
Tennessee.
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Louisa Saratora
State Refugee Coordinator
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“My focus is to
build capacity
for the future.”

2 0 2 0 AT A GLANCE
The United States saw the lowest number of refugee
arrivals in Federal Fiscal Year (FY) 2020 since the
establishment of the national refugee resettlement
program. President Trump set a record low ceiling
for refugees to be admitted to safe haven – a number
further reduced by severely restricted travel due to
health and safety concerns caused by COVID-19. As
a result, only 11,000 refugees found a home in the
United States in FY 2020.

ELDERS GRANT
With the support of the Tennessee Commission on
Aging and Disability (TCAD) the Tennessee Office for
Refugees created a series of elder abuse prevention
materials for refugee elders. Information on signs
and symptoms of elder abuse, how to find help, how
to access interpreter services, and other resources are
now available for refugee elders and the agencies that
serve them in six frequently read languages including
English.

Challenges that appeared insurmountable instead
offered opportunity in Tennessee. Fewer arrivals,
although a deep loss for Tennessee communities, allow
the Tennessee Office for Refugees and resettlement
agencies to think about how to individualize services
to meet unique needs on the path to integration.
Programs for digital literacy and community gardens
flourish as they teach indispensable skills and deepen
community engagement. New grants and flexibility
in federal funding allow for programs to invest deeper
in the skills and resources that take a refugee from
surviving to thriving as a contributing member of a
vibrant community.

YOUTH MENTORING
Six AmeriCorps VISTA members are developing and
implementing a statewide Refugee Youth Mentoring
Program. A coordinator housed at the Tennessee
Office for Refugees guides the program while five
members serve in local refugee serving agencies in
Chattanooga, Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville. The
Youth Mentoring Program provides opportunities for
youth between the ages of 15 and 24 to work toward
educational and career goals through one-to-one
matches with mentors.

In a time of fear and uncertainty, our new American
neighbors teach us lessons of resilience, innovation,
and investment in each other.

DIGITAL LITERACY
An AmeriCorps VISTA member joined the Tennessee
Office for Refugees for a one-year term to build
capacity for English Language Instruction programs.
His work took a natural turn towards increasing
client and agency proficiency with digital learning to
meet the social distancing needs of COVID-19. At the
same time, resettlement agencies across the state are
working digital platforms into how they communicate
with clients and provide essential services at a time
when face-to-face service is not feasible.

for resources and the capacity to teach virtual literacy
and English proficiency simultaneously forced a shift
from a future-based mindset of what digital English
Language Instruction (ELI) could be someday to the
most suitable option for continuation of services.
Schrade says that his position began with an abstract
idea, but since everything was turned on its head with
COVID-19 there has been a lot of room for personal
development and creativity as he investigates how
one learns in a pandemic and rethinks how English is
taught to non-native speakers.

Brad
Schrade
joined
the
Tennessee Office
for
Refugees
team in May 2020
as the English
Tutor
Program
Coordinator. He is an AmeriCoprs VISTA member
completing a year of service to develop a statewide
English tutor program. His work also includes
developing resources for digital learning.

With only a one-year term, Brad’s work with ELI is
inherently future-focused. “I want to create services
that will outlast my one-year term,” says Schrade. He
concentrates much of his work on creating resources
that can be referred to as ELI programs further
develop and on training the people who will run these
programs. His vision is that partner agencies will have
an easier time working with volunteers to build up ELI
programs in the long run.

When COVID-19 prevented the feasibility of oneon-one tutoring and it became clear that in-person
services would not resume soon, Schrade filled the need
for digital literacy training and resource development
for clients and service providers. The immediate need

Adaptation and Innovation

The first cohort to take the digital literacy class began
lessons in the fall. Participants who complete 15 hours
of class time receive a Chromebook, so that they can
apply their newly gained skills in an increasingly
digital world.

In the spring of 2020, Bridge Refugee Services in
Chattanooga partnered with TechGoesHome to teach
refugee clients essential digital literacy skills. With
the onset of the pandemic, services and information
were increasingly provided online, but not all clients
have access to computers or the digital literacy to
navigate them. “It was a little pet
project but now it’s a lifeline,” says
Hannah Mask, the Volunteer &
Community Outreach Manager at
Bridge Refugee Services.

One of the biggest challenges to teaching the course is
teaching in two languages at a time. The participants
in the first cohort are native Arabic and Swahili
speakers from Sudan and the Democratic Republic of
Congo. The class includes participants with varying
levels of English proficiency and digital literacy. Those
with more digital literacy knowledge often also speak
English and they will help as an “assistant” to the class
instructor and interpreters. Mask says, “It’s exciting
to see leaders who know how to do things helping
others.”

TechGoesHome
provided
an
initial training to Mask, who
supports an intern teaching the
classes. TechGoesHome also offers
curriculum resources, which Bridge
Refugee Services personalizes
to client needs and requests.
Classes are held outdoors with 6-8
participants and two interpreters
at an apartment complex where
many of the clients in the class live.
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Image courtesy of Bridge Refugee Services, Chattanooga

The first cohort completed the course in November,
and Bridge is eager to continue offering the course to
more clients. The class will be taught every semester
in the fall, spring, and summer, and will be run by an
intern at Bridge Refugee Services in Chattanooga.
Bridge plans to offer their next course in Spanish in
the spring of 2021.
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OUR I M PACT
The Tennessee Office for Refugees contracts with partners in Chattanooga,
Knoxville, Memphis, and Nashville to support refugees in their journey towards
integration and self-sufficiency. Many of the systems that we navigate everyday
can be taken for granted – like health care, school enrollment, or community
services. TOR-funded services aim towards providing the initial support and
resources refugees need to not only navigate these systems, but to thrive as
contributing members in their new community. The resulting impact is so
much more than the data – it is strong Tennessee communities that value the
importance of community, belonging, and home.

151 clients started a new job in FY 202o.

EMPLOYMENT

104 clients started their first job in 2020.

451 clients were enrolled in Refugee Cash

CASH
ASSISTANCE

Assistance (RCA). The assistance provided for
a maximum of eight months gives refugees
the financial opportunity to invest in their
integration and utilize resources to aid their
journey to self-sufficiency.

43% of RCA recipients have their cash

assistance terminated early due to achieving
financial self-sufficiency.

152 students were enrolled in Refugee School

YOUTH AND
SCHOOLS

Impact (RSIG) in 2020.

Of these, 108 students were enrolled in
afterschool programing.

The average hourly wage of clients who started
jobs in 2020 is $12.90 .

55 students received case management

services to help them integrate into their new
schools.

91% of clients who started a new job in 2020
are employed full time.

67 parent/student orientations were

conducted to help families adapt to their new
schools.

44 clients were enrolled in elders

ELDERS

programming to connect seniors 60 years old
and older to community aging programs and
naturalization resources.

334 clients completed a medical screening.

HEALTH

92* clients received medical and/or mental
health case management services.
62* clients attended adjustment or support
groups.

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
INSTRUCTION

449 clients were enrolled in English Language

216* service providers received trainings to
educate them about refugee-specific issues.

372 of these are enrolled with Tennessee

*Data represents the reporting period of August 15, 2019
– August 14, 2020.

Instruction programs in 2020.
Language Center.
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WHO WE SER V E
291 people found not only refuge, but home in
Tennessee in federal fiscal year 2020. Clients are
eligible for most services up to 5 years after their
arrival.

64% of ar rivals to
Tennessee this year
came from four
countries.

As these new arrivals begin to rebuild their lives
here in our state, they have the same goals as any
other Tennessean: creating a home, enjoying life,
and achieving dreams. The circumstances that led
them to leave their home country may differ from
person to person, but all need a new place to start
again.

63%

Bur ma/
Myanmar

Refugees
People forced to flee their homes when their lives are threatened
because of who they are or what they believe.

15%

SIVs
(Special Immigrant Visa holders) Iraqis or Afghans who provided a
valuable service to the United States’ Missions in their countries and
who were consequently threatened.

12%

Afghanistan

Sudan

Democratic
Republic of
the Congo

51%
Male

49%
Female

A sylees
Those who arrived in the United States on their own and have been
granted asylum for the same reasons a person could be granted
refugee status.

10%

Cuban/Hatian Entrants
Cuban or Haitian nationals who have been admitted into the United
States but have not yet received a permanent status.

<1%

39%
Minors

59%
Adults

Victims of Traf fick ing

2%
Seniors

People forced into sexual exploitation, commercial labor, or slavery.
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R ESETTL EM ENT I N TENNESSEE
BY COUNTY AND R ESETTL EM ENT AGENCY
I N F EDER AL FI SCAL Y EAR 2 0 2 0

SHELBY COUNTY

DAVIDSON COUNTY

9%

40%

HAMILTON COUNTY

KNOX COUNTY

10%

12%

29%
Catholic Charities of Tennessee, Inc.
Nashville International Center for Empowerment

World Relief Memphis
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Bridge Refugee Services, Chattanooga

Bridge Refugee Services, Knoxville
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“

This year – filled with a pandemic and a tornado – has shown us again that
refugees are adaptable and resilient. To see many refugee students be able to
transition to our online English classes without any in-person help (due to social
distancing protocols) has been astonishing. This pandemic has created so much
hardship for so many people, but it has taught us that online learning can be an
option for our students, even those who are brand new to English and Zoom. I
look forward to hopefully being able to resume in-person classes once COVID-19
numbers have subsided. Since so many students and teachers seem to enjoy online
learning, we will hopefully continue with a hybrid English program, incorporating
both online and in-person learning.
Erin Keafer
Tennessee Language Center

Resiliency and Empowerment

World Relief Memphis’ Resiliency Program is
empowering women with the skills and support
needed to secure employment. The program teaches
vocational sewing skills and English targeted towards
proficiency in the workforce. The program launched
with Refugee Support Services Competitive grant
and guarantees from three local companies to offer
employment interviews from any participant who
completes the program. The first cohort began classes
in February of 2020. Two cohorts, for a total of twelve
women, have completed the curriculum in the first
year of the program.

The Resiliency Program equips participants to acquire
jobs and obtain self-sufficiency quicker, even if it is
not in the sewing industry. The sewing industry in
Memphis has been hit hard by COVID-19, so the three
original companies were unable to offer employment.
This barrier, however, has not hindered
the success of the program. Two women
have secured jobs in warehouses since
completing the program.

The program was only able to conduct two in person
classes before COVID-19 resulted in the inability to
meet in person. True to its name, that did not stop
the Resiliency Program. The program shifted to an
at-home curriculum, using workbooks created by the
program coordinator, Rachel Hatfield, and YouTube
videos. A volunteer FaceTimes with the participants
weekly to provide help with English vocabulary and
the check in on sewing progress. The lessons even offer
different levels catered to each participant’s needs in
both English and sewing training.
For many women, the Resiliency Program offers the
dignity and empowerment to push them towards
employment quicker. “When Clients come to the US,
they lose so much. The industries that they come from
– farming and selling goods in markets – are not
available to them,” Hatfield remarks. The Resiliency
Program does not only teach participant skills to
gain employment. It offers support, community, and
confidence that they can learn new skills and achieve
even greater accomplishments. Moreover, learning

”

this new skill gives these women the ability to make
Tennessee feel like home. One woman excitedly
reported that she used her newly gained skills to create
traditional African clothing for herself and her family,
inspiring for Hatfield an additional goal for the future
of the program: for clients to be able to create pieces
that honor their homes that cannot be found easily in
the U.S.
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Although COVID-19 continues to impose
barriers to employment in the sewing
industry, Hatfield hopes to reestablish
relationships with sewing employers in
the new year and see participants’ skills
lead to employment in the industry.
Meanwhile, she is in conversation with
employers in a variety of different
industries. Hatfield remarks, “The
program gives participants the hope
that they can do it,” because they learn
workplace skills and gain confidence
that they can learn new skills to enter
new industries and jobs. The program
reinforces the resiliency that shapes
every aspect of the refugee journey.

LOOK I NG AHEAD TO 2 0 2 1
DIGITAL LITERACY
This next year there will be a focus on expanding
access to digital literacy training for our clients. A lot
has been done this year to build our clients’ digital
skills and access, and we are eager to keep that
momentum. As digital literacy and access increase,
TOR hopes to see virtual learning options available
for English Language Instruction even as we move
toward resuming in-person classes. Digital access to
ELI removes barriers like the need for transportation
or childcare for clients to access this service essential
for achieving early self-sufficiency.

WF-TANF
COORDINATION
PROGRAM
The Office of Refugee Resettlement
awarded the Tennessee Office for
Refugees a Wilson-Fish TANF
Coordination Program grant to
support coordination with our
state TANF office and increased
services
for
TANF-eligible
refugees. Over a four year project
period, we will develop stronger
state and local relationships
with TANF service providers and
support TANF-eligible refugees
towards self-sufficiency.

YOUTH MENTORING
The upcoming year will be a year of firsts for the
Refugee Youth Mentoring program. Many of our
partners are on the verge of opening their Youth
Mentoring services. This will also be a year of discovery.
The experiences we gain from our initial long-term
one-on-one and small group mentoring relationships
are crucial for shaping the program to meet the needs
of diverse communities and environments. This year
will see the transition from program development to
implementation, providing opportunities for youth to
develop skills they need to reach their personal goals.

“

My team is passionate about this
program. I trust their hard work
will make the Youth Mentoring
program something Tennessee
refugee communities will want to take
advantage of in the future.
Nathaniel Harrison
Refugee Youth Mentoring Program
Coordinator, VISTA

Images courtesy of World Relief Memphis
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Creating home

OUR PAR TNER S

BOAR D M EM BER S

RESETTLEMENT AGENCIES

JULY 2019 – JUNE 2020
Bill Farmer, Chair
Allen Arender
Clark Baker
Stacey-Garrett Koju
Fr. Mark Hunt
Mark Lenihan (YLC)
Russell Taber

JULY 2020 – JUNE 2021
Bill Farmer, Chair
Deanna Dibin
Stacey-Garrett Koju

CLINICS

Fr. Mark Hunt
Mark Lenihan
Leo Silva (YLC)

In Knoxville, Tennessee, clients are planting a little bit
of home in community gardens. In 2019, nearly twenty
clients who were farmers by trade approached Bridge
Refugee Services in Knoxville with their desire for the
land and resources to farm again. Bridge took up a
community garden site that had fallen by the wayside
and transformed it into a garden site for clients. It
became the first of six community sites for the Refugee
Community Garden Program. 20 families participate in
the program, and they are able to grow crops to make
dishes native to their home countries.
The gardens are truly a community project bringing
neighbors together. Funds were raised by customers of
Three Rivers Market and awarded through a grant from
the Slow Food Association of Tennessee Valley to cover
the costs of tools and seeds. Bridge partnered with CAC/
Beardsley Community Farm, who provided clients with
seeds, plant starts, and soil tilling. Community members
volunteer their time to help maintain the gardens.
The families currently participating in the program
are from the Democratic Republic of Congo. Amanda
Parker, a VISTA member who coordinated the first year
of the program, said she was “amazed by the ingenuity
of our clients.” The crops grown are largely those native
to the DRC that cannot be found in local markets.
Although growing food from one’s culture may not be
the first thought one has related to resettlement, Parker
says being able to grow food for native dishes “brings
back a piece of home.” One woman participating in the
program says, “I appreciate Bridge
with this idea, because I usually think
about a garden every day since I came
here. I dreamed to get a garden, and
now I have a garden.”
The community gardens have
successfully completed their first
growing season and has brought
native plants to the tables of
several refugee families. Next year,
the community garden hopes to
incorporate entrepreneurship and
education by expanding the variety
of crops and participating in local
farmers’ markets.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION
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